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  wAIge is the revolutionary AI employee built to work millions of

jobs across thousands of industries, making life easier for

everyone while it sends all its profit to holders of the wAIge

token. 

It is designed to work in any role across any industry, from office

administrators to lawyers and doctors, and even manual labor like

construction. Its goal is to completely replace the current workforce with

AI, allowing our holders to sit back and enjoy life with a guaranteed

income forever.

An ERC token with a total supply of just 1 billion on the ETH network,

wAIge represents your right to profit share from the AI. The more tokens

you stake, the more income you will receive - and once it is up and

running you could be earning as much as even the most renowned

CEOs. 

We have all 4 badges on PinkSale (DOXX, KYC, SAFU, Audit) plus we

went one step further and had an escrow service control the launch! 
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  AI is growing more powerful every day.

New models are constantly released, new companies continuously

launch covering new areas of automation previously untouched, and the

computing power behind it keeps growing without limit. Everyone takes

AI art for granted today but in 2022 it was low quality, and easily

recognisable. In just 1 year it has exploded with the likes of audio, video,

and writing in close succession. At current development rates in the

next few years AI will be ahead of even the greatest artists of history.

The progress of AI is so astonishing that Hollywood writers spent much

of the year on strike, knowing that they will soon be replaced. And while

they may have slowed the wagon, there is no stopping AI. It will take not

be long until it works all jobs, which many experts predict could happen

by 2030. Because why should anyone have to work when AI can do all

the heavy lifting for us?

No one knows what will happen once AI replaces workers, how

Governments will handle payments, how people will afford to live. wAIge

is your insurance against that ‘what if’ by providing you with direct

income from the AI itself, embracing the inevitable change rather than

hiding from it.

     You now have a choice:

Rely on the Government to do the right thing.

Buy wAIge and take your future into your own hands.
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WAIGE AI
  wAIge is powered through machine learning which is the use of data

and algorithms to imitate the learning of humans, helping the AI to

gradually improve the accuracy of results. An early form of machine

learning can be seen in Netflix’s recommendation engine which gives

you more accurate results the longer you spend on the platform. This

has evolved into much more robust systems that you see today in

products like ChatGPT, and will continue to advance further still.

   Decision Process

   How does Machine Learning work?

There are 3 core elements to machine learning:

Data is reviewed using an algorithm to create a model based on          

observed patterns

   Error Function

Known examples are used to assess how accurate the model is.

   Model Optimization Process

When the model is incorrect against the known data, the algorithm

updates the process to minimize the incorrectness next time.

  In short this means when wAIge is presented with data it will use that

information to make predictions. These predictions are measured

against known examples by wAIge which it then uses to help correct

and improve the results it outputs.
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  To assist this and ensure a steady learning curve for wAIge its initial

focus is on simple office tasks, performing them hundreds of thousands

of times over and over, discovering all variables that it uses to grow.

More complicated scenarios and tasks will then be introduced to

broaden the learning experience.

In the real world this means it will start its career like any worker

performing the basic functions of the company, and as it gains more

experience will begin moving up the employee chain to performing

more tasks, taking on more roles and responsibilities, across more

sectors of jobs.

And because the AI can work multiple jobs at once, the more work it is

given, the faster it will learn, and the quicker it will expand into new jobs

and industries.

   Lower Costs

   Why employers want wAIge

At entry level wAIge can perform the work of several people at once

significantly lowering costs. Once wAIge is fully operational it will

replace the entire workforce, allowing employers to run entire

companies at a fraction of previous costs.

   Reduced Mistakes

Human error is eroded with wAIge, it will make mistakes, but it will only

make them once before it is corrected, and once it knows a process it

will perform it flawlessly every single time.

   

   Experience

Working multiple jobs gives you experience that is useful to companies,

this allows you to negotiate better wages. wAIge brings that experience

times 1000 with the ability to bring employers its experience from

thousands of companies across hundreds of industries.



   No Rest

wAIge does not sleep, vacation, become sick, or require any type of

time off. It is always available, and always working.

   Continuous Improvement

wAIge never stops learning, and its improvement will be continuous and

rapid. Like ChatGPT, you will see drastic changes from just one month

to the next, and as it evolves you will see much more frequent

improvements until eventually it’s like a completely new system every

single day because it has improved so much.

   

   Changing the World

wAIge is a language model similar to ChatGPT, but its capabilities are

focused solely on work models providing it with extensive data of real

world work tasks that need to be accomplished.  While every job and

industry is different, there are similarities between them, especially at

the basic level that allow wAIge to cross industry with significant data.

As wAIge grows beyond the basic tasks, the similarity between

industries will reduce so the system will at first focus on areas that are

similar, and will then use its experience to edge into the less similar

models it needs to learn. These gradual steps, applied across hundreds

of industry sectors provides a steady growth curve for wAIge, allowing it

to change the world.
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  wAIge rewards are only paid to holders that stake their wAIge

tokens.

No APR is paid on the staking, instead whatever profits are earned will

be paid directly to holders as income. As the AI grows the rewards will

therefore grow with it, making the tokens more and more valuable in

terms of the income they provide.

    Reflections

Before the wAIge AI goes live the initial utility of the token is the staking

system which completely rewrites how reflections work by tying them in

with staking. While tokens are still shared equally, they are only shared

amongst stakers. All reflections earned from the buy and sell taxes will

be sent to the wAIge staking contract, where every 30 days it will pay

holders a proportionate amount of wAIge based on how many tokens

they staked and for how long they staked.

Only loyal holders are rewarded with reflections.

Increases the amount of reflections received by those actively

holding.

Removes the annoying dust amount of tokens in people’s accounts

when they trade reflection tokens.

  This is a new way to operate reflection tokens that ensures:
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     wAIges

Once wAIge is operational reflections will continue to be paid to the

staking contract, but so too will the profits from wAIge.

Earned in dollars, the money will be onboarded to crypto as Ethereum,

which will then be used to buy wAIge that is sent to the staking contract.

This helps keep the liquidity pool healthy, the value of the token strong,

and gives constant income to holders.



SPECIAL  ACCESS

SPECIAL
ACCESS

  Holding wAIge tokens doesn’t just give you access to earning

income and reflections from wAIge, it also gives you special

access to utilizing the AI itself.

By spending wAIge tokens on the system you gain premium and early

access to wAIge, allowing you to test its full power before anyone else.

Imagine setting up an entire company with a workforce of 100 at a click

of a button with all the hard work done for you. That is a reality coming

soon, only for wAIge holders!
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  An ERC token on the ETH network, wAIge has a total supply of

1 billion with no minting.

It is a reflection contract that pays out only to staked holders, with taxes

on buys and sells on DEXs like Uniswap. There are no other unique

functions on the contract as it is designed to operate as smoothly and

gas efficiently as possible.

  Gas Efficient

Although it is a tax token that provides reflections, because it performs

the payout of reflections purely in the staking contract it is much more

gas efficient, and therefore cheaper than any other reflection token.

This gives users the benefit of reflections, but without the high costs

associated with their usage.

  There are very limited functions available to the wAIge team on the

contract. It is designed to allow us control over what DEXs can be

taxed, and what rate, with it being impossible to increase the tax rate

above the launch levels.

The purpose of the wAIge token is to act as utility for the wAIge AI, and

give people an income from that. It doesn’t need gimmicks.
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  5% Buy

  3% Reflections / 2% AI Development

  7% Sell

  4% Reflections / 3% AI Development

  Reflections are paid only to staked holders to ensure fair redistribution

of tokens and are paid every 30 days.

The remaining tax is sent to the team for development of the wAIge AI,

allowing more income to be earned to pay holders.

  Launch Supply = 1,000,000,000 (1 billion) wAIge

   

     

               500M Fairlaunch

               300M Liquidity

               200M CEX listing (5 months vesting) 
300MIL

 500MIL

200MIL



George wAIge

Tech

George has been building
leading tech for who is who
in the Industry for the last 40
years. He has had a long
stunt with Microsoft and
Oracle before venturing into
blockchain. He can literally
write any kind of code. He is
a key asset for wAIge.

SAFU Master

Marketing

An advocate of SAFU crypto,
partnership builders and a
web3 accelerator, Safu is an
experienced Pinksale-
approved project incubator
that has guided tens of
projects into millions of
dollars of raises with gigantic
market caps. Having never
put his name on a project
before, the potential of wAIge
drew him to not only being
their first investor, but a core
member of the team.

Tim wAIge

Operations

Tim leads the operations of
wAIge with 10 years of
company ownership
experience, and 3 years in
the blockchain having been
involved in the launch of
several successful projects.
A key proponent in the
architecture design of the AI
itself, he ensures the smooth
running of wAIge.

Moon

Growth

Moon is a tech enthusiast
with 8 years of experience as
a student in the field. Moon's
journey in the world of
cryptocurrency began in
2020 with extensive
experience as an AMA host
and leading social media
figure. Leading the growth of
wAIge he utilizes the power
of a united community to
foster engagement and
keeps the wheels moving.

TEAM

TEAM
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   PHASE 1

⦁ wAIge launch
⦁ Staking platform launch
⦁ Trendings / Listings
⦁ T2 CEX Listings
⦁ wAIge AI development

⦁ $4m+ Daily Volume
⦁ 2500+ Holders

   PHASE 2

⦁ Certik Audit
⦁ wAIge deployment & testing 
⦁ wAIge holder special access

⦁ $20m+ Daily Volume
⦁ 10000+ Holders

   PHASE 3

⦁ T1 CEX Listings
⦁ wAIge live
⦁ Daily income generated by AI

⦁ $50m+ Daily Volume
⦁ 100000+ Holders

ROADMAP

ROADMAP
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